iFeel is a non-government, non-ethnic and non-political organization run by people of our community on volunteer basis. The aim behind it is simple! To improve the quality of education, health and living conditions of the neglected part of our society and thus enhance the quality of life. As a humble effort iFeel has opened more than fourteen branches of Out of School children’s school in various areas of Islamabad proving free primary education, uniforms, books and lunch to deserving children. This year by the grace and mercy of Allah Subhanuhu wa Ta’ala the number of students enrolled by OSCS has crossed the 1000 children target. We hope and pray to Allah to enable us to maintain the quality of education and also help us achieve the financial goals to retain these students as well as reaching out to more out of school children across the country.

This year iFeel has launched it’s first technical and vocational training institute “Hunarmand”, that aims to prepare skillful workers both men and women, contributing positively to the society and enable them to earn an honest living. Two batches have already passed out from the Basic Electrical Course for boys and clothes design and stitching for girls.

iFeel is also happy to announce and welcome our newest volunteer team members who have joined the organization. Ms. Saima Sayyed, serving as our Human Resource Coordinator and Mrs. Farzana Zaidi who is one of our branches coordinators over seeing multiple OSC School branches.

In appreciation of the services rendered in the field of education and social work, Nazariya-e-Pakistan council awarded Sir Sayyed Gold medal to iFeel team on 24th March 2016. The award was received by Mahrin Iqbal Siddiqui, the founder of the organization. The ceremony arranged at Aiwan e Quaid F-9 park was attended by students, staff and many board members of iFeel.

**Hunarmand – a new project of iFeel**

The first technical and vocational training center of iFeel was initiated in 2015 to provide skilled workers to the society. The first venture under this new department was ‘Basic Electrical Course’ that is offered in both morning and evening timings. Hunarmand is located in Mehr Abadi F-12 adjacent to OSC School Head Office and looking forward to expansion in more areas of Islamabad in the near future.

**OSC School Head Office**

Earlier this year iFeel head office was set up in a privately rented location in Mehr Abadi near F-11/1 opposite to street 3. Special thanks to those who pitched in to share the monthly rent to make this possible. Few of our classes from OSCS F-11 branch were shifted to the ground floor of this building. There is a fully equipped library and LCD to enhance students learning. Evening classes of stitching and coaching in studies are also arranged for deserving students.
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**Enhanced Cooperation with FDE, four new branches of OSCS opened this year**

iFeel has opened more out of school children’s schools this year in empty rooms available in Federal Govt. schools, owing to the presence of high number of out of school children in those localities. Latest centers were opened in: I-8 (two centers), G-11 and G-8 sectors of Islamabad. Earlier branches of OSC Schools are located in F-11, F-12, Tarnol, H-9, E-11, G-6, I-9 (two branches), G-14 and I-10 sectors.

NUST students collaborate with OSCS

All year round different teams from NUST visited OSC Schools and offered their valuable services in various areas. Students of SEECS NUST arranged a fund raiser to purchase furniture for the newly established OSCS Branch in G-8. Another team did computer training of all OSCS teachers earlier this year. They have donated internet devices to help automate admin tasks.

Result Day at OSCS

March 30th and 31st were full of color and hustle bustle at all OSC school branches due to the result day ceremonies at each branch. Awards and prizes were given to students scoring highest marks, those showing full attendance and most neat student of each class.

5th Fast Track—One year Accelerated Primary

Last year 200 students of ages 10 and above from various branches were selected to enter the new fast track one year accelerated primary program. It was challenging for both teachers and students as it was a new approach towards literacy. All the students gave Federal Directorate exams along with our regular students who complete primary education in three and a half years.

Planting today for a much greener tomorrow

Tree plantation took place in different OSCS branches all year round including G-11, E-11 and G-6 Branches.

Students of I-8/1 boys branch enjoyed a wonderful plantation activity on 5th May 2016 arranged by Mrs. Munera Javed, board member of iFeel.

On 12th April 2016, students of F-11 and F-12 branches visited Aiwan-e-Sir Syed to visit Sir Sayyed Memorial Society and take part in tree plantation. This trip was organized by Mrs. Attiya Kutub who conducts environmental awareness workshops at different OSCS branches on volunteer basis.

OSCS old Students get high grades in senior classes

**Class 9th:**
Tanzeela Akbar stood 2nd

**Class 8th:**
Tahira Batool was 1st in class Farwa Akbar stood 3rd

**Class 7th:**
Kainat Amresh came 1st Sonia Ranzan stood 2nd

**Class 6th:**
Anum Yousaf came 1st Sadies Ali stood 2nd Mahnoor Fayyaz was 3rd

Visits to Slum Areas

A team of teachers from OSCS I-10 branch visited Ameen Town on 6th May to motivate locals to send their children to school. Staff members volunteer to locate and enroll street children in many areas of Islamabad.
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How learning is made fun at OSC School

At OSC School we aim to provide students with a more interactive and friendly environment along with engaging them in fun learning activities. All year long such activities were arranged at all OSCS branches.

A NUST student while receiving a certificate

Painting an outside wall with vocabulary words and pictures

Learning about means of transport through models and their labels

A memorable visit learning about Sir Sayyed Ahmad

Students of G-8 Branch decorating their walkway

A team of OSC school students planting a tree
A colorful and festive annual day program was organized for all OSC School branches of iFeel on 19th November 2015 at Khiwa Event Lawns E-11 Islamabad. Many honorable guests graced the occasion with their presence and appreciated the efforts of students, teachers and organizers for bringing about such an impressive performance.

Some of the guests present at the function were Dr. Naeem Ghani; Director Sultana Foundation, Dr. Idrees Zubair; Director Al-Huda International, Dr. Farhat Hashmi; Founder and Chairperson Al-Huda International, Dr. Inam ur Rahman; Scientist Emeritus Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission, Mr. Zafarullah, Minister of State for Law, Mr. Asad Omar, Mrs. Fareeda Yasmeen, Director Schools Federal Directorate of Education, Principals of various Federal Govt. Schools, Senior Board members of iFeel and Sponsors of OSC School.

We are especially thankful to the owners of Khiva for donating their spacious hall for the event. We would also like to appreciate the Federal Directorate of Education for providing transport to many of our students in the busses. More than 800 students of OSCS attended the function and for most of them it was the first such event.
iFeel for Education
A chain of OSC schools under the banner of iFeel aim to provide fast paced quality primary level education to over 1000 children. A single student sponsorship is Rs.1000 per month. It will cover expenses of books and tuition of one student.

iFeel for Health
Free medical camps for OSCS students are arranged on regular basis to improve health quality. Deserving students with medical issues are also given financial help depending upon their progress and previous attendance at school.

iFeel for Hunger
A daily healthy meal or lunch at school means a lot to those who barely have enough to eat at home. Most of the OSCS branches offer free lunch to students and ration supplies for Ramadanto families of deserving students.

iFeel for Orphans
Orphan students support is given as monthly ration supplies to guardian families @ Rs.3000.

Contact info
iFeel
Website: www.ifeel.pk
Email: info@ifeel.pk
Phone: 0321-538-7236

OSCS Branches Located in Islamabad at
1. Islamabad Model School for Girls, F-11/1
2. OSCS Opposite Street 3 of F-11, Mehra Jaffer, F-12/4
3. OSCS Tarnol Branch, Abrar Educational Foundation.
4. Muzamil Umar Shaheed Model School for Boys (I-V), Golra
5. Islamabad Model School for Girls (I-VIII), G-6/2
6. Islamabad Model School (I-V) No.2, G-8/4
7. Islamabad Model School (I-V), Street 37, G-11/2
8. OSCS, Quran Ghar, Sadaat Colony, G-14/1
9. N.C.P.C. Building, Plot# 27, Near P.M.D.C. H-9/4
10. Islamabad Model School for Girls, I-8/1
11. Yasarullah Shaheed Model School for Boys (I-VIII), I-8/1
12. Islamabad Model School (I-V) No.2, I-9/1
13. OSCS Only Girls Branch, House 431, Main Road, I-9/4
14. Islamabad Model School for Girls (I-VIII), I-10/4
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AccTitle: Intl Foundation for Edu Empowerment & Learning
Account#: 0304 0101736462 Swift Code: MEZIPKKA
IBAN: PK55MEZN0003040101736462
Meezan Bank, F-10 Markaz, Islamabad, Pakistan